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London tide brand Garbstore to work with Reebok to build a joint single product; chose the classic Reebok Pump Fury shoes as the
prototype. The whole Pump system is made of semi transparent material, and the tiny Reebok Logo makes up beautiful patterns. The
light grey and light green uppers are fresh and natural, and they are suitable for everyday wear. This joint is now on sale, interested
friends can pay attention to. 

Brazil to us seemed to affect only football and passion gorgeous samba, the future Sneakers will find another trendsetter and Brazil
baby, Nike Sportswear in Brazil to launch a special Nike Air theme Force 1 Brazil "E Possivel" special funds, not only black looks so
simple, embossed text depicts Emicida, Pixote Xará, and Toddy; four has a unique culture of Brazil city name, wonderful work for the
creative sense of many graces, certainly will not forget Flag of Brazil color, respectively in each shoe body decoration eye-catching
position, Dichotomanthes bottom to upper and low white emitting effect like nature itself unique warm and lively South America that
tongue phrase 'E Possivel' (which is possible) will lead to another of the Brazil basketball documentary, it seems that this new
collection The surprise is much more than a pair of sneakers, and there may be more surprises from Brazil in the future. 
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